**Fields of Performance**

To defend Catalan Entities interest in the Sustainable vehicle propulsion field (cars, industrial transports and motorcycles) in Europe.

To promote enterprises, universities and Technological Research Centers and institutions knowledge and capacities among European Programmes related with Vehicle propulsion from technological platforms, expert groups and representatives across different member states (Surface Transport, ICT applications, new materials productions...)

**Goals**

1. To compete and reach the technological challenges in the field of Sustainable Vehicle propulsion (cars, motorcycles, industrial transport...) settled in the transport and in the technological development for the Catalan Green Car.
2. To promote the growth of innovation and internationalization of R+D.
3. To coach the enterprises and Catalan institutions with the new important technological challenges.
4. To enhance the products and services in order to increase the Catalan industrial competitive.

**Strategy**

- To participate in the European Technologies Platforms (EUCAR, CLEPA, ERTICO and EARPA)
- To elaborate the strategic agendas once the priorities and European Programmes has been defined.
- To collaborate with the national and autonomic representatives in the working committees of 7th Framework Programme of the European Commission.
- To propose and endorse candidates for the Working Group Connect-EU as evaluators experts.
- To spread the information about the European financial opportunities.

**Members of the Working Group**

- **UNIVERSITAT POLITECNICA DE CATALUNYA**
- **Applus® IDIADA**
- **INNERS**
- **SERT**
- **SIEMENS**
- **RACC**
- **astamm centre tecnotònic**
- **FICOSA**

**With the support of:**

- **ACCIÓ**
- **Agència de Gestió d’Ajuts Universitaris i de Recerca**
- **Generalitat de Catalunya**

---

**Contact details of the Group**

CTT (UPC) · Plaça Eusebi Güell 6, S1
Campus Nord · 08034 Barcelona
+34 934 017 126
automocio.sostenible@upc.edu
http://automociosostenible.upc.edu

**Sectors**

Vehicle propulsion